Questionnaire


Please let us know your opinion or comment, if possible.

We are going to improve the report, making reference to your opinions and comments.

Please copy this page, answer the questionnaire below, and send it to us by Fax or Mail.

Q1 : How do you feel about Kubota's activities on global environmental problems? (including the contents mentioned in this report)

1. estimative  2. ordinary  3. not estimative  4. not clear

Q2 : How do you think about this report?

1. understandable   2. ordinary   3. not understandable

Q3 : Please let us know the items, which are understandable, or not understandable, and which must be added, or deleted.

Understandable Item(s)

Not understandable item(s)

Adding item(s)

Deleting item(s)

Q4 : What is your occupation or position?

1. customer  2. investor, stockholder  3. employee, affiliated company  4. local people
5. vendor  6. central or local government  7. corporate employee in charge of environment
8. non governmental organization on environment  9. scientific researcher
10. organizations of environmental examination, measurement and so on
11. reporter  12. student  13. others

Q5 : Your opinion.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Would you please tell us about you, if possible?

Name

Sex   Man   Woman

Age

Address

Occupation

Send to

+81-6-6648-2444 (FAX)

Environmental Protection Department,
Kubota Corporation
1-2-47, Shikitsuhigashi, Naniwa-ku, Osaka, 556-8601, Japan (by Mail)